
Minutes from VWH Management Committee Meeting 8th February 2018 
 
Present: Rhona Reid (RR) 
  Cathy Skelton (CS) 
  Georgie Davies (GD) 
  Mel Norris (MN) 
  Rebecca Faskin (RF) 
 
Action Points in red  

 
 
1. Liability & Insurance 

Georgie asked Head Office whether committee members have any personal liability – the answer 
was no, as we are all classed as volunteers.  The PC has insurance which covers all liabilities and 
our branch has some additional insurance for camps and rallies.  
CS will upload the Branch Insurance Certificate to the website. 
 

2. Stoneleigh Meeting 
Georgie reported back from the meeting at Stoneleigh which she and Cathy attended. There are 
various new rules and procedures we need to be aware of: 

a. Emails: all volunteers should migrate to a PC email address. This could be done via 
gmail and/or Unity. CS to organise a session with Matty to set us all up.  All previous 
committee members should delete all correspondance from their personal emails. 
CS has passed this message on. 

b. Unity: Cathy to enable Mel and Rebecca on Unity.   
c. Coaches Database: Head Office advised that info on Volunteers should not be kept 

on the database anymore. Decision to re-categorise them as Non-Riding Volunteers 
which allows them to remain. Every Volunteer needs CPD, DBS, Safeguarding and 
First Aid. Rhona is managing the onerous task of contacting all coaches and 
volunteers to encourage them to get these requirements up to date, and is updating 
the database accordingly. RR to update Unity with Non-Riding Volunteers. 

d. Georgie advised that coaches are now split into two types: Fully Accredited Coaches 
(where they have all four elements including AI and Level 2 min) and Fully Certified 
Coaches. There are no separate categories in Unity so they will stay in the same 
place but their qualifications noted. 

e. Photographic Images: Georgie advised that the law is changing so that children over 
13 now have the rights to their photographic images. This creates a minefield in 
usage of image/videos from camp etc. It was discussed how to manage this. More 
information is needed (eg is it OK in a group?) and to consult further with Head 
Office. 
 

3. Compliance at Rallies 
a. Every rally to be authorised by a DC 
b. Venue rules/Health and Safety was discussed 
c. Risk Assessments to be completed by the Instructor and returned to Rhona after a 

rally along with their Rally Return, Invoice and any accident forms. Instructors to do 
a hat check before every rally.  Instructors do not get paid until all this paperwork is 
completed. It is not ideal but with the new rules and focus on Health and Safety it 
seems to be the only way to ensure that RA and hat checks in particular are 
completed and we are compliant. Georgie and Rebecca to meet to draft a note 



advising all instructors of the new process, and to email them the documents they 
need. 

d. CS to send out a pack including Risk Assessment forms/Accident Forms.  
e. Medical Information held on members was discussed, and the importance of 

knowing relevant medical requirements for rallies and general activities (currently 
we only get a completed med form from camp attendees). RF to produce a new 
Medical Form based on a combination of Rhona’s new member medical form and a 
modified version of Head Offices’  form. RF to email this to Rhona who will send it 
out with membership forms in an effort to collect more data so we can ensure we 
are better equipped in case of emergency. 
 

4. Safeguarding 
a. Ursula Scott is managing this, and is the first person to contact if any event. 
b. CS to put her mobile number up on the website. 

 
5. Branch Financials 

a. Debate about what a comfortable cash bank balance would be. Varied between 
£10k and £15K. Current cash is £9,600. 2018 financial forecast showed that we will 
be under £9k by the end of the year if we do not overspend, and without any further 
fundraising.  

b. It was agreed that more fundraising is vital.  A very encouraging start to the year 
with everyone getting behind this aim (drinks at Butler Sherborn this month, the Dog 
Show next month, and lots of other ideas coming forward such as a Hunter Trial). 

c. It was discussed whether each rally should break even or overall. Some rallies will 
cost less than others; CS has produced a very helpful rally calculator spreadsheet to 
help organisers assess viability. 

d. It was discussed how to ensure fairness across all members in terms of money 
invested in them (training/event costs).  Traditionally a significant proportion of the 
budget is spent on key PC competitions (eg the Champs) which only benefits a few 
members, although arguably benefits the branch as a whole as generally our 
members have a fantastic record of success. The Champs tend to be for the Seniors, 
the Regional Champs for the Juniors. One option is for specific fund raising for the 
Champs led by the members competing. It was agreed this whole area needed 
further discussion. 

e. The ADCs will have a more detailed meeting about rally charging/event funding in 
the next month. 

f. RF to be another bank signatory. 
g. CS to give MN/RF access to Sage. 

 
6. Branch Structure/Roles 

a. AGM:  the rules state we don’t have to have an AGM but we do have to hold a 
Parents Meeting . This is typically combined with the Awards Presentation at the 
end of the year, and it was agreed to continue with this format. 

b. RF to set dates for the next Management Committee meetings and Branch Meetings 
(MCM to be after Area Meetings). 

c. Splitting tasks between the ADCs was discussed. GD would like Mel to run the 
Wanborough Show. RF will manage branch admin under Rhona’s direction. RF to 
take all minutes and pass to CS to upload on website. RF to ask Sarah Kernon for last 
2 years minutes. Rhona is happy to still be in charge of areas including membership, 
bulletins and rosettes. GD is the mini’s champion and overall rally planning - a huge 
task - which is in progress after a rally organisers meeting last week.  CS advised the 



requirement now is for two management committee members to sit on each sub- 
committee. Allocations  made were: 

i. RF/MN:  Fundraising  & Senior Camp 
ii. GD/MN: Rally Planning 

iii. GD/RR: Mini Camp 
iv. GD/CS: Junior Camp 
v. CD/CS: Kemble Show 

 
 


